TECHNICAL TREASUREHUNT

DESCRIPTION:

This event is divided into multiple rounds. Solution of given problem in each round will become the clue for the next phase. After solving series of clues, teams will move to next round.

RULES:

1. There should be only two members in a group. Group having less/more than two members will be disqualified.
2. Participants must have basic technical knowledge of Windows as well as C programming language.
3. The hunting is divided into three rounds.
4. First round will be an elimination round in which each group will have to face logical question. There will be 15 questions and 45 Minutes will be given to answer them.
5. Second Round will be a simple treasure hunting round based on basic windows operations.
6. Third Round will require basic knowledge of C programming.
7. Qualified Groups will have to proceed to next round.
8. All the decisions will be taken by the higher authority.

STUDENT COORDINATORS:

Gunjan Bhatt : 9909683881
Chandrashekar TR : 9898261787